METAL HOUSE OVERSEAS LLP
Partner With Our Celebrated Business Entity To Avail Stainless
Steel Ghee Pots, Stainless Steel Mugs, SS Kitchen Containers, Etc.
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Mr. Veenesh Shah (Proprietor)

08045477597

About Us
Mayur Metal, our business name is often regarded by loyal clients as a perfect synonym for Trust
due to honest handling of work. Whether it is the quality or price of the provided range, we prefer to
keep everything in open; especially in front of our buyers so as to enhance their level of trust in our
business capabilities. A lot of years have passed since our business functioning and a more are yet
to pass but we assure that each year will bring with it a new improved line of products with more
advanced quality, design and look. Impressive product line that we currently offer includes Colorful
Kitchen Container Set, Stainless Steel Double Wall Tea Cup, Stainless Steel Bar Ice Bucket, etc.,
which carries a special mark of quality.
We are a strong believer of providing 100% original value of products in-exchange of reasonable
prices. Following international standards of quality, our product line is designed, developed and
manufactured by a team that is well-acquainted with modern requirements of end-users. We make
use of assured quality base materials to produce the range that is superior in ﬁnish and supreme in
design. Knowing different needs of clients, we maintain our product line in a huge variety. Varied
options to choose in terms of design, look, size and shape helps buyers to get their preferred type
of Stainless Steel Thali Sets, SS Kitchen Containers, etc.
In this long-standing journey of business, we have never compromised on our strong core values.
Transparency, loyalty, professionalism and perseverance are some of the many values, which
better our work culture and helps us create a distinct identity as a manufacturer. We stay by our
words of business commitments in order to come across as an ideal business choice in front of
clients.
We are planning to continue our legacy of quality work by staying focused at serving right quality
products to all customers. Size of orders do not inﬂuence our business behavior. Our policy of
serving the best is applied for all clients irrespective of their company size or scale of order. To both
medium and low scaled business units, we, Mayur Metal, promise to serve a ﬂawless quality of
product line that is closely checked. Our company boasts of having support of experienced quality
controllers who leave zero space for errors in the execution of a stringent testing process.

Key Facts
Nature of Business: Manufacturer & Supplier
Number of Employees: 15
Year of Establishment: 1990
GST No.: 27AAPPS2247E1ZH
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Our Products

Akhand Barni

Stainless Steel Canisters

Kitchen Storage Jar

Stainless Steel Floral
Printed Canister Set

Stainless Steel Printed
Canister Set

Gold Metallic Container

Colorful Kitchen
Steel Container Set

Thread Dabbi

Stainless Steel Container
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Storage Containers

Kitchen Storage Jar

Apple Deep Canister

Ghee Pot

Stainless Steel Mug

Tea Cup

Double wall Tea Mug

Classic Tea Mug

Fancy Tea Cup Set
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Steel Tea/coffee Printed Mugs

Steel Tea/Coffee Cup

Medium Size Tea Cup

Stainless Steel Tea Mug

Milano Coffee Mug

Coffee Mug

Thali Set

Stainless Steel Glass

Eeco Ringer Hammered Glass
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METAL HOUSE OVERSEAS LLP

Contact Us
Gala No.3A, UPER FLOOR, Bhagat Ind.Estate, B.P. Cross Road,
Goddev Naka, Bhayandar East,Mira Bhayandar - 401105,
Maharashtra, India

Mr. Veenesh Shah (Proprietor)

info@mayurmetal.net
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